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CHARLES GODINO

Introduction. By employing methods of Group Representation

Theory, the main theorems in this paper establish the existence of

outer automorphisms of certain types of ^-groups. There is no doubt

that the results obtained in §3 can also be obtained by familiar group

theoretic techniques. However, the author feels that the representa-

tion theory approach to the problem is an interesting one in itself and

is worthy of being explored. Finally, throughout this paper, we con-

sider only finite groups.

1. Certain types of automorphisms of ^-groups.

Theorem 1.1. Let G be a p-group, p^ 2. Letp*iG) be a faithful repre-

sentation2 of G as a linear group having coefficient field P(e) where R is

the rational field and e is a primitive pnth root of unity. Suppose the

center of p*(G) contains scalar matrices and suppose the maximal order

among these scalar matrices is pm where m^n. Let <pbe a linear character

of G which maps G into the field of pmth roots of unity and let $ be the

linear character conjugate to <j>. Then, at least one of the mappings de-

fined by a:p*ig)->p*ig)<t>ig) for every gEG, j8:p*(g)->p*(g)0(g) for
every gEG, determines an automorphism of G. iThis automorphism of

G will henceforth be called an automorphism of the G—+G<p type or of the

G->G4> type.)

Proof. The proof is clear that both a and /3 are homomorphisms

since p*(G) can be decomposed into cosets with respect to its center

and order <p = Pm implies the matrix (pig) I is a scalar matrix in the

center of p*iG) ior every gEG. Also, since order <£ = order <j>, the

matrix fig) I is a scalar matrix in the center of p*(G) for every gEG.

Since our coefficient field is P(e), it is clear that the scalar matrices

in the center of p*(G) form a cyclic subgroup and this group is gener-

ated by the element ep" "i. Denote this group by S and let p. = ep"~m.

Then order p = pm and pi generates S. In addition, order <p^pm im-

plies for every gEG, (big)=ps where 0^s<pm.
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1 This paper is a revision of part of the author's Doctoral dissertation written at

the University of Notre Dame under the direction of K. M. Kronstein.

2 In the remainder of this paper, the expression "faithful representation of G"

will always carry the same meaning as described here.
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Now, to prove that either a or /3 is an automorphism, we must

show that at least one of them has a trivial kernel. Let Ka and Kg

denote the respective kernels. If Ka = I, we are done. If Ka9*I, then

there exists an element gEG, g9*l, such that p*(g)a=p*(g)<p(g) =1.

Hence, p*(g) = (<t>(g))~1I==<l>(g~1)I and p*(g) must be a scalar matrix

in 5. Therefore, KaC.S.

Case 1. Ka = S. Then (p,l)a=(ul)<p(ul)=l. This implies <p(ul)

= u~1. Consequently, for any r, 0^r<pm, we have (urI)a = I. Now,

the conjugate character $ must have the property that <j>(ul) = p.,

since <j>(g) =<j>(g~1) for every gEG. Therefore, (uT)fi = u2l9*I since

p9*2 implies no element can have order 2.

Now, if KS9*I, then we know KpC^S (by an argument similar to

the one used previously for Ka). Suppose for some r, 0<r<pm, we

have (uTI)0 = (urI)$(nrI)=I. This implies that $(p.TI)=prr. How-

ever, <i>(ul) =u implies <p~(urI) =ur. Therefore, ur = u~T and p/ has order

2 which is impossible. Hence, Kp = I and (3 is an automorphism. In

fact, since /3 moves a central element, it must be an outer automor-

phism.

Case 2. Ka9*S. Ka is therefore a proper subgroup of the cyclic

group S and must be generated by an element pp where 0<t<m and

<j>(p.pI) = prp. This implies that $(npI) = <p(prpI) = p/ and so (up'l)P

= u2pl9*I since order p? 9*2.

Now, if Kp9*I, then K$, which is also a subgroup of S, has a gen-

erator urI where 0<r<pm. Hence (urI)j3 = I and this implies $(uTI)

= u~r. Now, if (r, p) = l, then urI generates 5 which implies $(ul)

= u~1 and therefore 4>(jj.p I) =prp . But this means up =prp which is

impossible. If (r, p)9*l, then r = pw where 0<w<m. In this event,

we have $(up'l) =up> and <f>(upWI) =prpW. We shall show that the lat-

ter equation is incompatible with the former.

If w = t, then up =p._p which is impossible. If w>t, then pfl is

in the subgroup of S generated by up I. Therefore, ^>(up°T)=up°

which contradicts the statement that f(ap"l) =prp°. If w<t, then

p,p I is in the subgroup of 5 generated by up"l. Therefore, $(np I)

= prp which contradicts the statement that $(up I) =up. Therefore,

K& = I and /3 is an outer automorphism.

We conclude with one remark. If the center of G is contained in the

commutator subgroup of G, then <f>(z) = <j>(z) = 1 for every z in the center

of G and both a and j3 will be automorphisms.

In the following, G is a finite p-group with a minimal generating

system xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn, with commutator subgroup G', center Z and

Frattini subgroup D. For each i, let pdi equal the relative order of Xi

modulo G'. Then, every element g in G can be uniquely expressed as
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a product, g= H?-i x^(i' where g'EG' and for each *, 0^fii<pdi.

Theorem 1.2. Let z be an element of ZC\D with 0(2) ̂ pdl. Then, the

mapping

a:    II *<Y -»ixiz) ' n *<Y
t'=l i=1

is an automorphism of G.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of a, that g'a = g' for every

g'EG' and that the effect of a on the generating system of G is:

JC\       * .vj2,

a:
Xi —* Xi       for * 5= 1.

Throughout the remainder of this paper, this notation will be used

whenever we mean the mapping a defined in the hypothesis.

The actual details of the proof are fairly routine and hence are

omitted.

Corollary. If in the preceding Theorem, we choose zEZC\D such

that o(z) Spdi for i = l, 2,3, ■ • ■ ,m, where 2^m^n, then

Xi—>XiZ       for i = 1, 2, 3, • • • , m,
a:

x, —* x,        for i > m,

is an automorphism of G.

2. Main results. Ira what follows, p*(C7) is a faithful representation

of a ^-group G, p?^2, the center of p*(G) contains scalar matrices and

eJ is a scalar matrix of maximal order pm in the center of p*(C7).

Theorem 2.1. Let <pbe a linear character of G which maps G into the

field ofpmth roots of unity. Then, at least one of the mappings a: G-^Gd),

/3: G—>C7<£ determines an outer automorphism of G provided there exists

hEG such that (1) Tr p*ih) ̂ 0 and (2) <bih) ̂ 1.

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 1.1 that either a or /3 is an auto-

morphism of G. Suppose a is an automorphism. Then under a, p*ih)

is mapped to p*ih)<j>ih). But conditions (1) and (2) imply that

Tr p*ih)^Trip*ih)(bih)). Hence p*(A) is not conjugate to p*ih)<j>ih)

and a must be outer. Now, if Z3 is an automorphism, it must be outer

since <f>ih)^l implies that fih)j^l and, therefore, p*(/Z) is not con-

jugate to p*ih)fih).

Corollary 1. If (1) Trp*^0 outside G' and (2) exp G/G' ^p",
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then G has an outer automorphism of the type G—*Gd> or G—>G$.

Proof. By condition (1), there exists hEG, hEG' such that

Tr p*(h) 9*0. Now G' is the intersection of the kernels of all the linear

characters of G, hence hEG' implies there exists a linear character <p

of G such that <p(K)9*l. But by condition (2), the order of d> in the

character group is less than or equal to pm (since G/G' is isomorphic

to the group of linear characters of G) and, therefore, <p maps G into

the field of pmth roots of unity. Now h and </> satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 2.1 and we are done.

Corollary 2. If Tr p*^0 outside the Frattini group D of G, then

G has an outer automorphism of the type G—>G4> or G—>G$.

Proof. Since Trp*^0 outside D, there exists x£G, x£L> such

that Tr p*(x) 9*0. Since x£L>, there exists a minimal generating sys-

tem of G containing x. Let G — {xi, x2, • • • , xn}- (The notation

G—{xi,x2, • ■ ■ ,x„} will always denote a minimal generating system

(see [5, p. 176]).)

Now x£L>=>x£G'=»relative o(x) modulo G' is at least equal to p.

Hence, we may define the following linear character <f>' on G/G',

m-l

Xi —> 1        for i = 2, • • • , n.

Then, <p' may be extended to a linear character </> of G such that

m—1

x—> ep      ,

4>:
Xi —> 1       for i = 2, ■ ■ • , n.

Then, x and <j> satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and we are done.

Lemma. Let G be a p-group (p9*2). If G is the semidirect product

(see [5, p. 88]) of a normal abelian subgroup A and any other subgroup

B, then G has an outer automorphism.

Proof. Every element g of G can be uniquely expressed as a prod-

uct g = ba where bEB and aEA (since G is a semidirect product).

Choose any integer k, Kk<p, and define on G the mapping a: ba

-^bah. Now, since A is abelian, it can be shown by routine methods

that a is an automorphism. Also, since G is a p-group and A is normal

in G, we have ^inz^l. Therefore, a central element of G is mapped

to its &th power and hence a is an outer automorphism.

Remark. The preceding Lemma is valid for p = 2 provided

exp (AH\Z)>2 and we choose k~3.
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Theorem 2.2 (K. Kronstein). If H is an irreducible3 linear p-

group contained as a normal subgroup in the irreducible monomial

linear p-group H* with the property that the coefficient field of H* equals

the coefficient field of the center Z(Ff) of H, then H has an outer auto-

morphism.

Proof. Let the coefficient field of H* equal P(e) where € is a primi-

tive p"th root of unity. Now, since H is irreducible and the coefficient

field of H* equals the coefficient field of ZiH), H must have a cyclic

center generated by the scalar matrix el.

Case 1. H^H*.
Choose an element gEH* such that gEH- Define on H, the map-

ping a: h—^g~1hg for every hEH- Clearly, a is an automorphism of H.

Now, suppose a is an inner automorphism. Then, there exists an

element aEH such that g~lhg = aharl for every hEH- This implies

that iga)~lhiga) = h for every hEH and hence, by Schur's Lemma,

iga) must be a scalar matrix ekI where 1 ̂  k <pn. But e*P£Z(Ff) and,

therefore, g= (e*P)a_1 must also be an element of H. But this contra-

dicts our choice of g and hence a must be an outer automorphism

of Pf.

Case 2. H = H*.

Let d be the degree of the linear p-group H. Form all possible dXd

monomial matrices with entries which are pnth roots of unity. Then,

this finite set of matrices forms a group M* which must contain H

as a subgroup. But H is a p-group and hence H must in fact be con-

tained in a Sylow subgroup M of M*. Now, if H?± M, we may use the

same argument as in Case 1. Therefore, we assume H=M. But M

is a Sylow subgroup of M* and must therefore be the semidirect

product of A and P where A is the normal abelian subgroup consist-

ing of all the diagonal matrices in M* and where P is some Sylow

subgroup of the subgroup P* of all permutation matrices in M*.

(Among all the subgroups of M* having p-power order, this group

clearly is of maximal order and hence must be a Sylow group.) We

may now apply the preceding lemma and we are done.

3. Applications. In this section, we apply the preceding results to

the case of p-groups of class 2 and we establish that every finite nil-

potent group G having its commutator subgroup contained in its center

has an outer automorphism.

The proof of this result as presented by Eugene Schenkman (see

* Here and in the remainder of this oaoer the term "irreducible" will always

mean absolutely irreducible.
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[l]) is invalid due to an error in his Lemma 3 which destroys the

accuracy of the counting process used in the proof of his Theorem 1.

Lemma. Let G be a p-group with Z (££>. Then, G has an outer auto-

morphism.

Proof. Z<X.D implies the existence of an element aEZ with the

property that G= {a, x2, • • • , x„}. Since Z(~\D9*l, we may choose

an element zEZC\D having order p. Then, by Theorem 1.2, the

mapping

a—> az,
a:

Xi —» Xi        ior i 9* 1

is an automorphism of G and a must be outer since it maps the central

element a to az.

Theorem 3.1. Let G be a p-group such that the center Z of G is not

contained in the commutator group G' of G. Then, G has an outer auto-

morphism.

Proof. By the preceding lemma, if Z (\_D, we are done. Hence, we

may assume that ZED. Let G={xi, x2, • • ■ , xn}. Let aEZ such

that a EG'. Let the order of a = pm. Let the exponent of the factor

group G/G' equal pr.

Case 1. pr^pm.

exp G/G' =pr implies for some k, the relative order of xk modulo G'

is equal to pr. Then the mapping

xk    * xka,
a:

Xi —* Xi        for all i 9* k

is an automorphism of G (by Theorem 1.2) and a is outer since a EG'.
Case 2. pr<pm.

On the cyclic group generated by the element a, define the linear

character p: a—>e, where e is a primitive p""th root of unity. Consider

the representation p* on G induced by p (see [5, p. 283]). p* is faith-

ful on G and p*(a) = el. Hence Tr p*(a) 9*0 and since a EG', Trp*^0

outside G'. Now, p' <pm implies exp G/G' <pm. Therefore, the condi-

tions of Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and we are done.

Also, in this case, the G—>G<j> mappings give automorphisms when

p = 2. Hence, the preceding argument is valid for p = 2.

Corollary. Let G be any p-group with its commutator group G' con-

tained in but not equal to its center Z. Then G has an outer automorphism.
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Theorem 3.2. Let G be a p-group having G' = Z. If Z is not cyclic,

then G has an outer automorphism.

Proof. Let G={xi, x2, ■ • ■ , xn}. Let the relative order of x<

modulo G' equal pdi. Let Bt equal the subgroup of Z consisting of all

the elements of Z having order less than or equal to pdi. Now, if Z

has m generators, then it is clear that each Bi must have precisely m

generators.

Let A' equal the group of automorphisms of G generated by map-

ping each x,- to every element of x*5t- (see the Corollary of Theorem

1.2). Then A' is a subgroup of the group A of automorphisms of G

and A'^Bi®B2® ■ ■ ■ ®Bn. Hence A' must have mn generators.

Since Z = G', we have G/Z = G/G' and therefore G/Z has ra gener-

ators. Now, suppose G has no outer automorphisms. Then, A=G/Z

and hence A has w generators. But A' is a subgroup of the abelian

group A and therefore A' can have at most ra generators. Hence m = 1

and Z must be cyclic thereby contradicting the hypothesis.

Lemma. Let G be any p-group having a cyclic center Z. Let P be the

cyclic subgroup of Z of order p. Let K be any conjugate class of G. Then,

if PK = K, every faithful irreducible character of G vanishes on K.

Proof. Let RiG) be any faithful irreducible representation of G

having degree d. Let Z be the character of RiG). We will show that Z

vanishes on K. Let yEK. Since PK = K, there exists zEP and xEK

such that y = zx where zyU. Now tiy) =tizx)=tiz)tix)/d. (Since

zEZ and RiG) irreducible imply P(z) is the scalar matrix (Z(z)/<Z)7.)

But x and y are in the same conjugate class, hence tiy) =Z(x). Now

if tiy) 9^0, then Z(z)/cZ = 1. But this is impossible since P(z) is not the

identity matrix (since z^l). Therefore, tiy) =0 and Z vanishes on K.

Theorem 3.3. Let G be a p-group with G' = Z. If Z is cyclic, then G

has an outer automorphism.

Proof. Let Z= [a] where o(a) =pn and let P= {a"""1}. Let X be

any faithful irreducible character of G and let K be any conjugate

class of G not contained in Z.

If yEK, then yEZ and there exists hEG such that y-1h~1yh = g'

where g'EG' and gVl. But G'=Z={a} implies g'=aq where

1 tkq<pn- Therefore, we have h~lyh^=yaq and it is clear that y must

be conjugate to yy' where y'E[aJ'n~1\. Therefore, PK = K and, by

the preceding lemma, X vanishes on K and hence X vanishes out-

side Z.
Now if the degree of X is d, then Xia) =de where e is a primitive
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pnth root of unity. But this means that the coefficient field of X equals

R(e) (since X vanishes outside Z) and since R(e) is also the coefficient

field of Z, we have that the coefficient field of X equals the coefficient

field of Z.

However, by a fairly well-known result (a proof of which may be

found in [2]), G must have a faithful irreducible monomial representa-

tion p*(G) with coefficient field equal4 to the coefficient field of X

with the property that X(g) =Tr(p*(g)) for every gEG and in par-

ticular X(a) =Tr(p*(o)) =de. Therefore, the coefficient field of p*(G)

equals the coefficient field of the center of p*(G) and we may apply

Theorem 2.2.

Remark. For p = 2, the preceding argument is valid if expZ>2.

A separate argument is needed for the case expZ = 2, but no new

ideas are involved and hence it is omitted.

Theorem 3.4. Every finite nilpotent group G having G'QZ has an

outer automorphism.

Proof. This result clearly follows from the preceding theorems in

this section and from the fact that every finite nilpotent group is the

direct product of p-groups.
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